Exemplar-based texture synthesis consists in producing new synthetic images which 4 have the same perceptual characteristics than a given texture sample while exhibiting sufficient 5 innovation (to avoid verbatim copy). In this paper, we propose to address this problem with a model 6 obtained as local transformations of Gaussian random fields. The local transformations operate 7 on 3 × 3 patches and are designed to solve a semi-discrete optimal transport problem in order 8
1. Introduction. 1 In computer graphics or film rendering, it is often desirable 23 to cover objects with detail patterns that look like natural textures. For that purpose, 24 there is a need for algorithms that take a sample of a natural texture as input and 25 are able to produce a (possibly much larger) new texture image which has the same 26 perceptual characteristics. This problem, called exemplar-based texture synthesis, is 27 by nature ill-posed, but one can set up some ideal guidelines to answer it properly. For 28 example: the output texture should everywhere locally resemble to one part (at least) 29 of the input; nonetheless the output must exhibit some innovation with respect to the from one realization, and which can be sampled efficiently. In relation to this issue 43 lies the question of statistical guarantee: during this analysis-synthesis pipeline, which 44 statistics would we like to preserve with a precise control? 45 From the psychovisual perspective, B. Julesz conjectured in [25, 26] that all first at the same scale and at the adjacent coarser scale). Also, Li and Wand [36, 37] ad-143 dressed image and texture synthesis by considering "neural patches", that is, patches 144 extracted from layers of a convolutional neural network. Apart from these works, 145 many other authors have contributed to the field of patch-based methods, and the 146 reader is referred to [65, 51] for a more exhaustive overview of the state of the art. One 147 common drawback of patch-based methods is the lack of statistical control. Although 148 Levina and Bickel [32] showed the consistency of the Efros-Leung resampling method, 149 their result only holds true in an asymptotic framework where the input size tends 150 to infinity. In practice, as mentioned in [13, 1] , one can observe that the progressive 151 filling of the pixels may get stuck in a local neighborhood of the input, thus repeating 152 a small part of the exemplar in an absurd manner; we then say that the algorithm 153 starts to grow garbage. 154 Patch-based texture synthesis has later inspired texture optimization which was 155 first proposed by Kwatra et al. [28] . It consists in iterative minimization of a functional 156 that encodes the similarity at multiple scales between the patches of the synthesis and 157 the patches of the example, starting from a white noise at coarse scale. The rationale 158 behind this model is that every patch of the synthesis should resemble at least one 159 patch of the exemplar texture, and it should be so at several scales. One advantage of 160 such model compared to [13] for instance, is that it formulates a global image model 161 which does not depend on any pixel-filling order. Therefore, the growing garbage effect 162 is attenuated in such global model. However, as will be discussed later in the present 163 paper, solving such a patch-based optimization problem does not directly provide 164 a statistical control on the output texture. Indeed, the fact that every part of the 165 output should be encountered in the input does not ensure that it is encountered in 166 the same proportion (thus providing no symmetric guarantee that every part of the 167 input is encountered in the output). Nevertheless, the texture optimization method 168 of Kwatra et al. inspired the (very fast) parallel controllable texture synthesis method 169 of Lefebvre and Hoppe [31] and several variants [23, 22, 11] . 170 The methodology of Kwatra et al. [28] was later generalized to other functionals, 171 thus opening a field which is now referred to as variational texture synthesis. It can 172 be thought of as a generalization of parametric texture synthesis: the corresponding 173 functionals contain, in addition to statistically-inspired terms, some measure of reg-174 ularity (e.g. related to the local sparsity in a visual dictionary). Following a first 175 model of Peyré [47] that exploits the sparsity of patches in an adapted dictionary, 176 Tartavel et al. [59] proposed to minimize a functional that combines three terms: a 177 Wasserstein distance used to compare the color distributions, a frequency term that 178 compares the power spectra, and a third term which is related to the sparsity of patch 179 decompositions in an adapted dictionary. 180 Before explaining our contribution, let us remark that the interface between para-181 metric and non-parametric texture models seems a bit porous. For example, the 182 method of Heeger and Bergen is often categorized in parametric texture synthesis but 183 it imposes the p.d.f. for each subband, and not only a finite set of statistics. Instead 184 of parametric methods, it seems wiser to make a distinction between statistically in-185 spired methods and patch-based methods as is done in [51] . But either this does not 186 seem fair to patch-based methods which, as argued in the seminal paper [13] , are 187 originally inspired by a non-parametric estimation of the local conditional distribu-188 tion [48] . To summarize, the success of all texture synthesis methods relies on the two 189 following goals (which are, more or less, directly or indirectly, achieved) 190 1. extraction of local features in a translation invariant manner that is correlated 191 with human perception, for example with color attributes, Fourier coefficients, 192 filter responses, patch attributes, textons (in the sense of Julesz [26] ), 193 2. global statistical control. 194 As we already said, texture perception is governed by local interactions between 195 pixels. Although motivated by the popularity of early texture MRF models, one can 196 very well question the use of local conditional distributions for encoding the local 197 interactions. In other words, is the conditional aspect really important, and why 198 wouldn't we consider directly the patch distribution? This question was discussed by 199 Varma and Zissermann in [63] . They first show that for texture classification, defining 200 texture classes using the distribution of raw pixel intensities in small patches (3 × 3 or 201 5 × 5) can achieve better results than previous approaches based on filter responses 202 (with larger support filters). They also exhibit a gain when classifying using local 203 conditional distributions, but the gain is small and this procedure naturally entails 204 some difficulties in the estimation. Actually, as soon as we extract enough independent 205 3×3 filter responses, then preserving the joint distribution of these responses is exactly 206 equivalent to preserving the distribution of 3 × 3 patches. Thus, for some applications 207 where filtering does not a priori simplify the problem, one may very well work directly 208 on the patch distribution. 209 In this work, we propose to address texture synthesis by acting directly on the 210 patch distribution at multiple scales using adapted local transformations. The link 211 between local transformations and global statistical control is made possible by using 212 semi-discrete optimal transportation. Optimal transport (OT) consists in comput-213 ing measurable mappings which send one probability distribution onto another one 214 while minimizing a transportation cost. We shall speak of discrete OT if both source 215 and target measures are discrete, continuous OT if they are continuous, and semi-216 discrete OT if the source measure is continuous while the target measure is discrete.
217
OT has already been used in the past to address several image processing problems.
218
For example Rabin to semi-discrete OT could be found in the form of weighted nearest neighbor (NN) 233 assignments. In order to be optimal, the weights defining the transport maps should 234 solve a C 1 concave maximization problem. Several gradient-based schemes have been Starting from an adapted Gaussian noise at coarse scale, the proposed model con-243 sists in applying weighted NN assignments in order to reimpose the 3 × 3 patch dis-244 tribution at each scale, and going from one scale to the next one with exemplar-based 245 upsampling. Heuristically speaking, the Gaussian model of the first layer sets the 246 medium-range correlations of the texture whereas the further patch transformations 247 add geometric details in a statistically coherent manner. Therefore, our algorithm 248 is yet another bridge between the parametric and non-parametric synthesis models.
249
The model estimation requires one pass of synthesis during which, at each scale, a 250 source distribution (Gaussian mixture model) and an OT map are estimated. Once 251 estimated, the OT maps are stored, and can be used for the synthesis of possibly 252 very large images. Our method can be seen as a localized version of [21] . Indeed, 253 in contrast to [21] , our model leads to a much faster (and highly parallel) synthesis 254 algorithm because the local patch transformations are computed once and for all, and 255 are applied independently to all patches at each scale.
256
Compared to other famous texture models, we will see that this multiscale OT-257 based model produces visual results that are close to the state-of-the-art with a low 258 computational time and memory storage. In particular, compared to models based 259 on iterated NN assignments [28] , this model provides a more precise global statistical 260 control, both on the medium-range correlations and on the patch distribution. In other 261 words, only one OT map can do better than iterated NN projections, while being much 262 faster. Compared to variational texture models, the multiscale OT model is much 263 lighter and highly parallel, thus able to synthesize very large images in a few seconds.
264
The computational time is better than the first neural-based texture models [18]; 265 however the class of well synthesized textures is smaller because OT maps are not 266 able to retrieve strong local geometric constraints, and because a small quantity of 267 blur is induced by the patch recomposition strategy (by 2 average). Yet, we will 268 provide several examples for which the OT-based model performs better than [18] 269 thanks to the global statistical control. Another benefit of this model is that it has 270 essentially two parameters (number of scales and number of components in the GMM 271 patch distributions) that can be easily tuned manually.
272
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the framework of semi-273 discrete optimal transport and propose several practical cases to examine the con-274 vergence of the stochastic gradient scheme. In Section 3 we introduce the OT-based 275 texture model, beginning with the monoscale model formulated as a local transform of 276 a Gaussian random field, and next the multiscale extension. In Section 4, we present 277 many texture synthesis results both for the monoscale and multiscale models, which 278 demonstrate the benefit of global statistical control on multiscale patch distributions. 279 We conclude the paper in Section 5 by raising issues concerning geometric models for 280 the patch space and the putative limitations of statistically-inspired texture synthesis. 281 2. Semi-discrete Optimal Transport. In this section, we recall the frame-282 work for semi-discrete optimal transport established in [2, 27, 20] . Also we propose 283 a detailed numerical study of a stochastic gradient algorithm used for solving this 284 optimal transport problem. of L 2 optimal transport from µ to ν is formulated as
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where the infimum is taken over all measurable maps T : R D → R D such that T µ = ν.
291
A convex relaxation of this problem is given by the Kantorovich formulation
where Π(µ, ν) is the set of probability measures on R D × R D having marginal dis-294 tributions µ, ν. It is clear that (OT-M) can be seen as a restriction of (OT-K) for 295 transport plans π of the form (Id ×T ) µ (whose support is contained in the graph 296 of T ). General conditions for existence and unicity of solutions can be found in [64] 297 and [56].
298
In this paper we will concentrate on the semi-discrete case, meaning that µ is an 299 absolutely continuous distribution and that ν has a finite support. More precisely, 300 in all the following, we assume that µ has a bounded probability density function ρ 301 and that ν is a discrete measure ν = y∈S ν y δ y with finite support S. As proved 302 in [2, 33, 27], taking the convex dual of (OT-K) leads to a finite-dimensional convex 303 optimization problem. Somehow, this amounts to consider maps given by biased 304 nearest neighbor assignments
where v ∈ R S is a finite set of scalars. This map T v is defined almost everywhere, and 307 its preimages define a partition of R D up to a negligible set, called the power diagram 308 (or also Laguerre tessellation)
309
(2)
When v = 0, we get the nearest neighbor (NN) projection which assigns to x the clos-311 est point in S (unique for almost all x), whose preimages form the Voronoi diagram. 
317
In the semi-discrete setting, solving the transport problem mainly consists in 318 splitting the source mass with a power diagram in such a way that the µ-measure 319 of each power cell corresponds to the ν-measure of the associated point. This is 320 summarized in the following theorem, which is recalled without proof. 
Besides, the function H is C 1 -smooth and its gradient is given by it is possible to numerically evaluate the gradient (and even the Hessian) with good 340 precision, which has been exploited in quasi-Newton schemes in [43, 33, 27] . But in 341 higher dimensions, it is harder to explicitly compute the geometry of the power cells, 342 and thus exact gradient computations are not tractable.
343
In a high-dimensional setting, one may turn to using Monte-Carlo estimates for 344 the gradient instead of exact computations. In other words, the maximization of H 345 can be addressed with stochastic gradient ascent, which is made possible by writing
and where X is a random variable of distribution µ. Notice that for x ∈ Pow v (y),
is the canonical basis of R S ). 
352
In order to minimize −H, Genevay et al. [20] recently proposed the following 353 averaged stochastic gradient descent (ASGD) initialized withṽ 1 = 0 
Let us assume for the sake of simplicity that the locations of the target Dirac masses 372 are sorted in increasing order: S = {y 1 < y 2 < ... < y J }. We then obtain an optimal 373 assignment T by setting 374 (10)
where (x 0 = −∞, x 1 , . . . , x J−1 , x J = +∞) is any partition of R (up to a negligible 376 set) into J intervals, the µ-measures of which equal the values ν i :
Proposition 2. In the one-dimensional case, one optimal assignment T v * is ob-379 tained by setting cells (x * i−1 , x * i ) and (x * i , x * i+1 ). Since they are both non-empty, coming back to the 390 definition (2) we get at the interface the equality
394
We thus obtain (12) by trivial recursion. Conversely, one can check that defining v * 395 by (12) leads to the power cells
Remark (about unicity): This is not true in general that v * is the unique so-397 lution of the problem and there are two reasons for that. The first (trivial) one is that 398 the power cells are clearly invariant when adding a constant to all weights v i . The sec-399 ond one is related to the fact that the L 2 optimal assignment is only unique µ-almost 400 everywhere [64] . In particular, when the source distribution µ has a disconnected 401 support, then several solutions can appear. For example, in the case
then T v is optimal as soon as the boundary of the two power cells belongs to [−0.5, 0.5].
404
This reflects the fact that there may be several partitions (x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x J ) satisfy-405 ing (11).
406
Remark (about the link between x and v): In the following numerical study, 407 we shall need to compute the power cells associated to a vector v (not necessarily the 408 optimal one). In this case, we need a more complex recursion than (15). Indeed, in 409 order to obtain the equality (14), we exploited the fact that for an optimal assignment, 410 all power cells are non-empty and thus we can obtain x * from v * by the simple formula
Now if v is any vector (not necessarily a solution to (4)), then some of the associated 413 power cells may collapse, and thus this formula does not hold true anymore. However, 414 one can still compute x from v in a recursive manner, as follows.
In order to prove that this recursion holds, one should adapt the proof of Propo-417 sition 2 by handling the case when power cells may vanish. Notice that, once x has 418 been affected, it is possible to ensure that Pow v (y j+1 ) = ∅ by checking if
Numerical results. We now study the numerical behavior of the stochastic op-421 timization algorithm applied on the following one-dimensional example. The source 422 distribution µ is the normalized Gaussian distribution of density ρ(x) = 1 √ 2π e − x 2 2 , 423 and the target distribution ν is the discrete uniform distribution on J equally spaced 424 points between −1 and 1. An illustration of this setting is given in Fig. 1 . In the 425 following, x * and v * respectively refer to the optimal partition and optimal power 426 weights computed explicitly as explained above.
427
There are several ways of evaluating the convergence of this algorithm, see Fig. 2 .
428
One quite simple way is to monitor along the iterations k the evolution of the relative
where we remove the mean valuev * of v * in order to cope with the invariance to con-432 stants (notice that by construction we havev k = 0). In this simple one-dimensional 433 case we observed that E 2 decreases to zero. But let us recall that, in the non-strongly 434 convex case, the convergence result for ASGD gives the convergence of the cost func-435 tion H(v k ) along the iterates, and not directly the convergence of v k . For that reason, 436 we also monitor in Fig. 2 the sequence (H(v k )).
437
Another relevant way to monitor the convergence is to observe the distance be- This manuscript is for review purposes only.
The green area represents the source Gaussian distribution µ, and the magenta dots represents the target distribution ν on the points (y j ). The vertical blue lines indicate the boundaries x * i of the optimal power cells Pow v * (y j ), and the vertical red lines indicate the boundaries of the Voronoi cells Pow 0 (y j ). The corresponding optimal assignment Tv is displayed with black arrows, and the nearest-neighbor assignment T 0 is indicated with red dotted lines. One can observe that the OT assignment is very different from the NN projection. In particular, one may notice that a point y j may not belong to the corresponding power cell. are discrete with same support S, we can easily compute the distance in total varia-440 tion (TV) by
442
This error is related to our optimization problem because 2E TV is exactly the 1 -norm 443 of the gradient of H (see (5)) and represents the amount of mistransported mass. But 444 this TV error does not reflect how far the points have been mistransported. To account 445 for the displacement error, one can of course rely on optimal transport distances. In Wasserstein distance between T v k µ and ν was left aside here because it would require 449 to solve a linear programming problem (which is quite long for J = 1000 points). 450 However, recall that the optimal value max(H) is exactly the L 2 optimal transport 451 cost between µ and ν. In other words, the cost function
actually reflects the cost of the transport map T v plus a term related to the constraint 454 ν = T µ (which is asymptotically satisfied).
455
The results are displayed in Fig. 2 . These graphs confirm that this stochastic As expected, the convergence of ASGD for semi-discrete optimal transport becomes very slow when the number of points grows. Also, one may notice that the TV error goes to zero much more slowly than the other error measures, because it is oblivious of the points positions.
cost, the convergence is relatively good, which means that, even if the convergence 463 is slow on v, with many iterations we obtain a mapping T v which is a reasonable 464 approximation of the optimal transportation. It is also surprising to observe that for 465 the W 1 transport cost, the convergence is actually faster for large J in this simple 466 one-dimensional case. 
where t ∈ R D is an offset vector, s > 0 is a scaling factor. 474 An illustration (for D = 2) of this optimal transport problem is given in Fig. 3 . 475 One can write points in S using the index i ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} D
This manuscript is for review purposes only. On the illustration, one sees immediately that, whatever the values of s and t, the optimal assignment consists in equally splitting the uniform mass of
Then we can use the same methodology than in 1D to compute the optimal weights: for two adjacent points y i , y j there exists k such that j = i + e k and y j = y i + s N −1 e k , and then the point x ij = j N is at the boundary between the two corresponding power cells, and thus satisfies
This allows to recursively compute the optimal weights v * i .
476
Here we will concentrate on the relative 2 -error on v and illustrate the effect of when the dimension increases. But still, we can get to 10 −3 relative precision on v 481 after 10 8 iterations, even in dimension 6. Besides, the differences between dimensions 482 4 to 6 seem to indicate that the convergence speed depends more on J (number of 483 points in the target distribution) than on the dimension D.
484
In conclusion, even if it converges quite slowly, the stochastic gradient method for 485 semi-discrete OT provides a reasonable approximation of the OT map even for high 486 dimensions ( 1). In the following, we will see how to use optimal transportation in 487 the patch space to enrich the Gaussian texture model. Here we use ASGD to solve the D-dimensional OT problem illustrated in Fig. 3 . Along the iterations k, we monitor the evolution of the relative 2 -error E 2 . The curves are shown for dimensions D = 1 to 6, using approximately the same number of points J in the target distribution (indicated in the legend). The convergence gets slower when the dimension increases. But one can notice a slight gain when going from D = 4 to 5 or 6, which can be explained by the fact that we had to take a smaller J for D = 5 or 6.
solution to a semi-discrete optimal transport problem, which ensures statistical com-495 pliancy with respect to the example. We first describe the monoscale version of the 496 model which can be seen as an economical enrichment of the Gaussian model. We 
and where W is a normalized Gaussian white noise on Z 2 . This random field U is 504 a stationary Gaussian random field whose first and second order moments are the 505 empirical mean and covariance of the exemplar texture. Thus, U can be considered 506 as a "Gaussianized" version of u, which have the correct correlations but no salient 507 structures.
508
Next we propose to apply a local transform T : (θ(h)) h∈ω whose sum equals 1, we define the transformed random field V as
515
In practice, we generally use θ = 1 |ω| 1 ω (simple average). In the following we state 516 some properties of such a transformed random field.
517
This manuscript is for review purposes only. This property is a guarantee of spatial stability for synthesis, meaning that the 528 corresponding synthesis algorithm will not start to "grow garbage" as may do the 529 method of [13]. Next we give another property which allows to control the difference 530 between U and V in terms of medium-range correlations. For that we need the 531 following lemma.
532
Lemma 4. Let F , G be two real-valued stationary random fields defined over Z 2 with respective standard deviations σ F and σ G . Then, for all t ∈ Z 2 ,
Proof. This is an elementary proof that solely uses the bilinearity of the covariance 533 and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Hence,
543
Remark: In the above lemma, F (0) can be replaced by F (h) for h ∈ Z 2 by 544 changing F in F (· + h). 545 We can now apply this lemma to the random fields U and V used in our model.
546
Proposition 5. Recall that U is a stationary Gaussian field, and that V is a 547 local transform of U using the patch operator T : R D → R D (see (23)). We assume 548 that d = 1 (i.e. U and V are real-valued). Then, for all x ∈ Z 2 ,
Consequently, denoting σ U and σ V the standard deviations of U and V respectively,
Proof. First, by convexity of s → s 2 , for all x ∈ Z 2 ,
For N an integer larger than 1 let us denote by A N the discrete square A N = {0, . . . , N − 1} 2 and note that |A N | = N 2 . Thus we have
introducing the notation
for a patch P ∈ R ω . Using the stationarity of U and V we get
Letting N tends to +∞, we obtain that
Now note that P 2 θ ≤ θ ∞ P 2 to obtain the enunciated result.
553
This manuscript is for review purposes only. the Gaussian field. This heuristics reflects in the fact that the optimal transport map 562 T actually minimizes the right-hand side of (26). In order to stay in a reasonable 563 framework for stochastic optimal transport, we will only work with 3 × 3 patches.
564
The adopted point of view is to consider that all statistics on local features are 565 encoded in the patch distribution at multiple scales. In addition to the color distri-566 bution, the 3 × 3 patch distribution encompasses the joint distributions of all 3 × 3 567 differential filters, e.g. the distributions of x or y derivatives, the distribution of the 568 Laplacian, the density of oriented edges, the correlations between those derivatives, 569 and so on. In this paragraph we explain the monoscale model that uses one OT map 570 to reimpose the 3 × 3 patch distribution, and we will explain the multiscale extension 571 in Section 3.3.
572
More precisely, the source distribution here is the distribution µ of U |ω , that 573 is the distribution of any Gaussian patch of U (thanks to stationarity). Since the 574 covariance function of U is given by (24), we can explicitly compute the parameters 575 of µ. Notice that except in degenerate cases (that rarely happen in practice), µ is 576 absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure.
577
On the other hand, an ideal target measure is the empirical distribution of patches 578 of the exemplar texture u, that is,
Unfortunately, texture images generally contain much more than 10 000 patches which 581 is not a reasonable framework for ASGD-based OT in terms of computational time.
582
Thus, we propose to approximate the empirical measure with the subsampled distri- respects the density of oriented edges (but it is not trivial for a human observer to 608 precisely evaluate this fact in a manner that is clearly independent of its sensitivity 609 to the color distribution).
610
One can also observe that some mid-range correlations persist after the local 611 transformation T . This empirically confirms the result of Proposition 5. But the 612 inequality obtained in this proposition is actually too loose to provide a fine control 613 of the mid-range correlations. Indeed, for several textures, we evaluated the quality 614 of the inequality (26) with Monte-Carlo simulations. We found that for small shifts 615 t ∈ Z 2 , the bound provided by the right-hand side of (26) has the same order of 616 magnitude as the input covariance Cov(U )(t) (and is twice smaller in the best cases).
617
But the bound gets very bad for large shifts t, which could be expected because for 618 many textures Cov(U )(t) decreases quickly when |t| increases (whereas the right-hand 619 side of (26) does not depend on t). In any case, the empirical values obtained for the 620 left-hand side are much smaller than the generic bound of this proposition. The images u are obtained by successive subsampling of u = u 0 by a factor of 2 (obtained by bicubic averaging). We use the convention that u is defined on the subgrid Ω = Ω ∩ 2 Z 2 , so that a coordinate y ∈ Ω also appears in the adjacent finer grid with the same 632 notation y ∈ Ω −1 . In this figure we illustrate the use of the monoscale model for synthesis. We display the original texture (left), the synthesis U at the first level using the ADSN model, and the random field V obtained after local transformation of U using an optimal assignment Tv in the patch space.
so that we get a random field
Again this OT map is actually a patch assignment: at the position x in the synthesis, 640 we will use the patch taken in u at position Y (x) (see Fig. 6 for an illustration). We 641 thus get a "coordinate map" Y : 2 Z 2 → Ω which allows to write T and V as 642
Then we upsample the current synthesis using the twice larger patches at the same 646 positions in the next scale In this figure we illustrate the proposed multiscale synthesis method, applied here with 4 scales. In the first row we display the original images u at each scale. In the last row we display the synthesized images V at each scale. In the middle row, we display the synthesized images U 2 and U 1 (obtained before patch OT) in order to illustrate how to go from scale 2 to scale 1. Notice in particular that the patch transform essentially assembles patches taken from the exemplar (by averaging) and that the exemplar-based upsampling step takes the patches at the same position, but twice larger.
Remarks. The OT maps T are computed once and for all during the "model 657 estimation", which consists in one first synthesis pass (setting the output size as 658 the exemplar for instance). In other words, after the estimation, for all scales we 659 store T , that is, the corresponding 1000 patches p j (of size 3 × 3) of the exemplar u , 660 the associated weights v and the upsampled patches P j (of size 6 × 6). Once the 661 model has been estimated, all these maps T can be evaluated on the fly.
662
In conclusion to this section, let us emphasize that imposing the patch distribution 663 at each scale with OT can thus be thought of as a very non-parametric way of imposing 664 wavelet statistics. However, the correlations between adjacent scales are not directly 665 addressed with these local transforms, but are more or less preserved with the adopted 666 example-based upsampling of (33). which demonstrate that this model allows for fast synthesis of structured textures. We 670 empirically confirm the benefit of applying well-designed local transforms to enforce 671 the patch distribution (and study the impact of the average recomposition step). We 672 compare with the simpler alternative which consists in iterating patch NN projections 673 at each scale, and thus demonstrate that applying one OT map leads to visually better 674 results (thanks to the global statistical control), while being much faster. We discuss 675 the two main parameters of the multiscale model, i.e. the number of scales L, and 676 the number n GMM of components used in the GMM. We also discuss the number of 677 patches used in the target discrete patch distributions, and compare with other simple 678 measure quantization technique. Using several exemplar textures, we compare this 679 multiscale model with several other models and algorithms for texture synthesis. (1)). This monoscale model is interesting to synthesize 686 slightly structured textures. In particular, for the second and third examples of Fig. 7,   687 the input color distribution is not symmetric around the mean (because of shade 688 effects), and the OT patch transform allows to break the symmetry of the Gaussian 689 model in a better way than the NN projection.
690
In Fig. 7 , one can also apprehend the importance of capturing the mid-range 691 correlations with an adapted Gaussian field as input to the local transform. If we use 692 a trivial Gaussian white noise instead, it is still possible to compute a relevant OT 693 map (that realizes the semi-discrete OT between the Gaussian white noise patch µ 694 and the exemplar patch distribution ν), but then the transformed random field only 695 looks like a very slightly structured noise. Indeed, pixels at distance > 4 √ 2 are still 696 independent.
697
In Fig. 8 , we empirically confirm that the OT-based local transform allows to 698 reimpose the patch statistics. For 3×3 color patches, the patch space has dimension 27 699 so an appropriate way to visualize the patch distributions is to monitor the one- Fig. 11 which shows that 740 taking more than 1000 patches does not increase the variability (and actually slightly 741 decreases it because ASGD converges more slowly). Therefore, we emphasize that this 742 value must not be understood as a parameter of the model. As a collateral benefit, all the synthesis experiments shown in this paper suggests that 1000 is a good order of 744 magnitude for quantizing any 3 × 3 patch distribution extracted from a texture image.
745
Of course this choice impacts the computation time for synthesis (because each local 746 transform computes a weighted NN projection on 1000 patches).
747
On the other hand, with a budget of 1000 patches, one may imagine other tech-748 niques to quantize the target distribution. This can be seen as a clustering issue 749 for which random subsampling provides a (quite naive and yet) reasonable solution, 750 keeping in mind that the chosen patches are used for synthesis. For example, one 751 may use a different target measure ν = J j=1 ν j δ qj obtained by first clustering the 752 exemplar patch distribution with a k-means algorithm with J = 1000 clusters, and 753 then computing the nearest patch q j of each centroid and the proportion ν j of points 754 in the cluster. We experimented this refined subsampling strategy, but unfortunately 755 it does not improve the visual quality of the output as illustrated in Fig. 11 . 756 Another possibility to overcome the loss of geometric structures is to work with 757 larger patches, which would allow to copy larger pieces of the exemplar. But for 758 now this is rather impractical for the following technical reasons: firstly, in very 759 high dimension, ASGD converges too slowly which makes it impractical (see Fig. 4 ); 760 secondly, the average recomposition step would introduce too much blur and should 761 be replaced; finally, the target exemplar distribution would be much more complex 762 and thus would require a larger subsample set of patches.
763
Again, this multiscale model can be seen as a rich extension of the Gaussian model 764 (which is only adapted to microtextures [14] ). Thus one natural condition for this 765 Fig. 9 . Multiscale synthesis, successful cases. For each exemplar texture shown in the middle column we display a synthesized texture of size 1280 × 768. We used L = 4 scales, and n GMM = 4 Gaussian components at each scale. See the text for comments.
This manuscript is for review purposes only. Fig. 10 . Multiscale synthesis, failure cases. For each exemplar texture shown in the middle column we display a synthesized texture of size 1280 × 768. We used L = 4 scales, and n GMM = 4 Gaussian components at each scale. See the text for comments.
Original
All patches 1000 patches 100 patches
All patches 1000 patches 100 patches Fig. 11 . Subsampling the target patch distributions. In this experiment we question the target patch distribution ν. In the first row, we display results obtained with simple subsampling with all available patches (2nd column), 1000 patches (3rd column) and 100 patches (4th column). In the second row, we use other discrete distributions supported on NN of k-means centroids applied with 1000 patches (3rd column) and 100 patches (4th column). Let us mention that these images have ≈ 30000 patches at scale 0, ≈ 9000 patches at scale 1, ≈ 2200 patches at scale 2 and ≈ 500 patches at scale 3. See the text for comments. multiscale model to fit a given exemplar texture is that the exemplar at coarse scale (Fig 10, fifth row) , because 769 of the frequential discretization involved in the discrete Fourier transform, interference 770 patterns appear at the coarsest scale, which cannot be corrected by the further local 771 transforms.
772
Let us also mention that we observe a slight loss in textural details on several 773 textures (e.g. on Fig. 6 and on the "rope" example in the second row of Fig. 10 ). Since 774 the OT map reimposes the marginal statistics, such a loss can only be attributed to 775 the average recomposition step. One can attenuate this artifact by using a simple 776 trick which consists in changing the patch recomposition strategy at scale 0 (that is, 777 taking θ = δ 0 in formula (23)). With this simple modification, of course we better 778 recover the marginal distribution, and thus the textural grain, as can be observed in This manuscript is for review purposes only. Changing patch recomposition strategy at scale 0. In this figure we illustrate that the slight textural loss observed in the multiscale model can be attenuated by changing the patch recomposition strategy (using only the central value instead of averaging all values). However, doing so may also produce other kind of undesirable artifacts (like staircasing effects as in the up right example). In order to see the change, the reader is invited to zoom on these images (with a viewer that performs NN interpolation; otherwise other filtering procedure may attenuate the grain). where we sum the square distances from each 3×3 patch of the current synthesis V at 791 scale to its nearest neighbor in u . Of course the E NN values obtained with iterated 792 NN are lower than the ones attained with the (non-iterative) OT assignment, but as 793 we said, this does not reflect a higher fidelity in the synthesized texture.
Comparison with iterated NN projections. In this paragraph, we com-
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This experiment highlights that the NN energy E is not sufficient to account for 795 the quality of the synthesized texture. In other words, it is not true that a perfect 796 synthesis is given by any image whose patches can all be found somewhere in the In Fig. 13 we also propose to iterate NN projections using the same subset of Fig. 13 . Comparison with iterated NN projection. In the multiscale framework, we compare the patch OT with iterated NN projections. The first row contains the original image at multiple scales. The second row contains the synthesis obtained with 3 × 3 patch OT at multiple scales (at each scale, the target distribution is formed with 1000 patches randomly chosen in the exemplar). The third row contains the synthesis obtained by iterating NN projection at each scale with the same 1000 patches. The same for the fourth row excepts that we perform NN projection on all the exemplar patches. In the last row we display the sum of square distances from the synthesis patches to their NN in the exemplar patches. See the text for comments.
Finally, let us add that it does not make sense to iterate the OT assignment T v 812 (with same v) because the source distribution is not the same after one pass. Again, 813 in contrast to iterated NN, these OT maps are not designed to optimize a patch-based 814 proximity criterion. 
822
Original n GMM = 1 n GMM = 2 n GMM = 3 n GMM = 4 Fig. 14. Varying the number of Gaussian components. We vary the number n GMM of components of the GMM at each scale while the number of scales is fixed to 4. One can observe that we miss some parts of the synthesis when using too few components in the GMM. In general we observed that the results do not further improve when taking more than 4 components. The proposed multiscale model has essentially two parameters which can be easily 823 tuned manually. The first one is the number n GMM of components in the source GMM 
843
When the number of scales increases, the visual quality of the synthesized tex-844 ture is not expected to worsen since we reimpose more and more statistics. This is 845 confirmed by the results of Fig. 15 . However, beyond a certain number of scales, the Fig. 17 , this algorithm was used with 4 scales and 12 × 12 patches (so that the 877 receptive field is the same than our method with 6 scales and 3 × 3 patches).
878
As one can observe on Fig. 16 , the multiscale OT model leads to results that 879 are similar to [59] and often better than [50]. One important difference between our 880 model and those two other methods is that at each scale, the images are generated by 881 averaging a few patches which are directly taken in the exemplar. Therefore, it will 882 be very unlikely with multiscale OT to create false colors which do not appear in the 883 exemplar. Even if such false colors artifacts may be critical for the human evaluation 884 of success/failure of texture synthesis, it must be said that taking patches directly in 885 the exemplar poses an undeniable limitation in the innovation. However, even with 886 this constraint, the results of Fig. 16 show that the multiscale OT has the capacity 887 to generate innovative content while always being locally close to the exemplar. Fig. 10, fifth row) . 924 Let us now compare to the method by Gatys et al. [18] . We observed that for 925 many structured textures, the results provided by Gatys et al. are nearly perfect 926 in the sense that the synthesized content locally resembles parts from the exemplar 927 while being always slightly different. In other words, this method precisely respects 928 the geometric structures while bringing enough innovation; this is clear that the OT-929 based method does not respect the local geometry in such a precise way. However, 930 on the first example of Fig. 17 , one can observe a drift in the color distribution in 
952
We also proposed a multiscale extension of this model that allows to reimpose the 953 patch distribution at different scales. This multiscale OT model is able to synthesize 954 structured textures in a very efficient manner. Except on some textures with very 955 constrained local geometry, the visual results are better than state of the art methods 956 while being much faster. In particular, we demonstrated that applying one single 957 patch OT at each scale is both faster and statistically more relevant than using iterated 958 nearest neighbor projections as in [28] . Several synthesis results demonstrated the 959 benefit of imposing a global statistical control at several scales. Let us also emphasize 960 on the fact that the multiscale OT model only applies a series of weighted nearest 961 neighbor projections to a well-chosen Gaussian field. All of these elementary steps are 962 quite simple to understand and thus the results (and in particular the failure cases) 963 of this model can be explained easily.
964
The main limitation of this model is the difficulty of modelling complex geomet-965 rical constraints between patches. One way to better impose complex local geometry 966 is to work with larger patches as is done in many texture synthesis methods, but 967 of course copying large patches often leads to verbatim copy. It is remarkable that 968 the multiscale OT model is able to generate new structures by using only average 969 recomposition of very small patches. But using larger patches in this model is for 970 now prohibited: on the one hand, the stochastic optimization framework would not 971 be efficient enough to approximate the OT map, and on the other hand, the average 972 recomposition of patches would introduce too much blur in the synthesis.
973
It is likely that this OT model could be improved by using better geometric models 974 for the patch space. First, one can hope to build a distance that better accounts for 975 the patch deformations, which would allow to perform local patch averages in a more 976 relevant way than the 2 distance. Besides, such a framework could help to fit a low Finally, since we have δ k D k D n for k n and γ k+1 γ k , we get
1028
Plugging that in the last inequality gives the desired bound. 
